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Note: the Portal mock-ups in this presentation are simply ideas 
of what the AIP might look like. They are not intended to 
represent the actual AIP to be developed in the future. 
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Potential Data Sources 

    

VirtualPlant, MASCMGator 



Use Case Scenarios – Single Gene 

    

Notes: coexpression use case - in different data sets (condition-dependent versus condition-
independent). Note too that for the last use case, protein-DNA interactions could be used to assist in 
this prediction effort. 



Use Case Scenario – Multi Gene a.k.a. Systems Biology 

    

Notes: for the regulatory use case, could also tap into protein-protein data sets as well as protein-DNA 
data sets. 



Use Case Scenarios – Other 

    



Use Case Scenario – Future  

    



Input Page Mock-up, AIP – Single Gene (doesn’t the represent actual AIP) 

    

Notes: Would it be possible to allow search engines to index the single gene page? Also, can we have 
permanent, RESTful URLs to allow access to specific slices of data. 



Output Page Mock-up, AIP – Single Gene (doesn’t the represent actual AIP 

    

Notes: reconfigurable depending on interest – should every single piece of info be visible in default 
view? 



Input Page Mock-up, AIP – Multiple Genes (doesn’t the represent actual AIP 

    

Notes: Power user  should be able to tap into entire genome data. 



Output Page Mock-up, AIP – Multiple Gene (doesn’t the represent actual AIP) 

    



My Lists Page Mock-up, AIP (doesn’t the represent actual AIP) 

    

Notes: Merged output tables should be sortable by column. It would be nice to be able to e.g. do further 
enrichment analyses! 
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Metabolomics 
data retrieved on 
the fly from these 

databases.  



Use of Webservices – MASCPGator  

  

Proteomics data 
retrieved on the 
fly from these 
databases.  



Use of Webservices – BAR eFP Browser 

  

Links to other 
tools active only if 

webservices 
report the gene is 

present  



  

  

    ePl     : seamless viewing of km- to nm-scale data 

Fucile et al., 2011, PLoS ONE  6(1): e15237. DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0015237 

 

3DDI.org BAR.utoronto.ca/ePlant 

    ePl     : seamless viewing of km- to nm-scale data

Subcellular data 
retrieved via 

webservices from 
SUBA  

Coexpression 
neighbours via 

webservices from 
ATTED II  



Discussion Items 

User Feedback, Tutorials, and Training. It is clear that it should be very easy for users 
to suggest improvements, but an AIP that would monitor itself and identify areas 
where users seem to “get stuck” would be desirable so that IAIC’s SAB could direct 
the AIP to modify the user interface appropriately.  

 
Portal / Data Storage / Analysis Tools. It is not clear to what extent the AIP should act 

as a database versus tapping into data sets from around the world. Clearly, for some 
of the “gold-standard” data sets (e.g. annotation) it would be the “owner” of the data 
sets. In other cases, it might make sense to retrieve data on the fly – with possibility 
of caching to improve performance. To what extent users want to be able to perform 
simple analyses v complex analyses is also open to discussion: iPlant’s DE provides 
powerful analyses already.  

 
Getting Data Out. It should be very easy for the AIP user to use a BioMart-type of tool to 

extract any/all of these data sets for specific genes for those working in other 
organisms to be able to easily perform subsequent analyses for use-case scenarios 
not envisioned in this document: perhaps export from the My Lists page. 

 
How Updates to Data Sets are Handled. The AIP should adopt a version system from 

the get-go, and it should be absolutely transparent as to what those updates 
encompass. Also, where necessary, updated e.g. genome annotations must be 
propagated upon release to all other modules that rely on these. To be a module  

 
 


